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Abstract
C makes it easy to misuse integer types; even mature programs harbor many badly-written integer code. Traditional
approaches at best detect these problems; they cannot guide
developers to write correct code. We describe three program
transformations that fix integer problems—one explicitly introduces casts to disambiguate type mismatch, another adds
runtime checks to arithmetic operations, and the third one
changes the type of a wrongly-declared integer. Together,
these transformations fixed all variants of integer problems
featured in 7,147 programs of NIST’s SAMATE reference
dataset, making the changes automatically on over 15 million lines of code. We also applied the transformations automatically on 5 open source programs. The transformations
made hundreds of changes on over 700,000 lines of code,
but did not break the programs. Being integrated with source
code and development process, these program transformations can fix integer problems, along with developers’ misconceptions about integer usage.
Our work has been accepted at ICSE 2013 [1]. More
information is available at the project page: http://www.
munawarhafiz.com/research/intproblem/. One can
try the three program transformations on the web: http:
//www.openrefactory.org/demo.html.

1.

Problem and Motivation

Ever since attackers shifted their attention from traditional
buffer overflows to other types of attacks, attacks on integer vulnerabilities have been on the rise, even featuring as
the second most common vulnerability behind buffer overflows [2]. Typical programs with reported integer vulnerabilities have not been written recently; they, as well as other
mature programs, contain many integer problems, some of
which result in vulnerabilities. The integer model of C is
complex, unintuitive and partly undefined, making it easy
to write code with integer problems. Our results show that
even mature programs contain these problems.
There are four types of integer problems [3] [4]: 1) a
signedness bug occurs when an unsigned type is interpreted
as signed, or vice versa; 2) an arithmetic overflow occurs
when integer operations such as addition or multiplication
produce a result that overflows the allocated storage; 3) an

arithmetic underflow occurs when integer operations such
as subtraction and multiplication produce a result that is
smaller than what can be stored; 4) a widthness bug or
a truncation bug is the loss of information when a larger
integer type is assigned to a smaller type, e.g., int to short.
Most of the recent works on integer problems focus on
detecting integer vulnerabilities. These approaches are insufficient in 3 ways. First, they only apply to integer overflows. A few tools target integer problems other than overflows, but they have problems with performance [5] and
accuracy [4] [6]. Second, these tools are not used because
runtime approaches have performance overhead (as high as
50X slowdown for BRICK [5]). However, the most important problem is that these approaches do not help developers
produce better code. It is very easy to write C code with integer problems. Dietz and colleagues [7] reported that unintended integer overflows are very common in real programs.
At the moment, these 3 factors are a part of why these tools
are not more widely adopted.

2.

Background and Related Work

Research on integer problems primarily focuses on detecting integer overflow vulnerabilities either statically or
dynamically. The static analysis approaches target either
source code or binary code. IntScope [8] modifies binaries to an intermediate representation, and then checks for
integer overflow combining symbolic execution and taint
analysis. UQBTng [9] also decompiles and then applies
model checking with CBMC [10]. On the other hand, some
approaches examine source code, e.g., Microsoft’s PREfast [11], ARCHERR [12], etc. Ashcraft and colleagues’ [13]
approach uses bounds checking and taint analysis to see if
an untrusted value is used in trusted sinks; bounds checking
is also used by Sarkar and colleagues [14]. However, both
approaches are not applicable to detect all types of integer
problems. Ceesay and colleagues [15] added type qualifiers
to detect integer overflow problems. Their approach requires
user annotation and only detects integer overflow.
Some dynamic analysis tools can detect all types of integer problems, e.g., RICH [4], BRICK [5], and SmartFuzz [6]. RICH [4] instruments programs to detect safe and
unsafe operations based on well-known subtyping theory.
BRICK [5] uses a modified version of Valgrind [16]. It is

either slow (50X slowdown) or has many false positives.
SmartFuzz [6] is also based on Valgrind, but it uses dynamic test generation techniques to generate inputs, leading
to good test coverage. SAGE [17] and IOC [7] are other
dynamic approaches, but they target fewer integer problems.

3.

Approach and Uniqueness

3.1

General Approach

We describe a program transformation-based approach that
fixes all types of integer problems in C programs. We introduce three transformations—an A DD I NTEGER C AST
(AIC) transformation that explicitly introduces casts to disambiguate integer usage and fix signedness and widthness
problems, a R EPLACE A RITHMETIC O PERATOR (RAO)
transformation that replaces arithmetic operations with safe
functions to detect overflows and underflows at runtime,
and a C HANGE I NTEGER T YPE (CIT) transformation that
changes types to fix signedness and widthness problems.
They are similar to refactorings [18], but they do not intend
to preserve behavior. They are instead security-oriented program transformations [19] [20], that improve the security of
systems by preserving expected behavior but removing integer problems. They transform the integer model of C programs towards a safe integer model, following CERT [21]
and MISRA C [22] guidelines.
A transformation-based approach has several advantages. First, program transformations remove a frequent and
repetitive task from developers. People are bad at repetitive tasks—computers are better. Second, program transformations making small changes are more likely to be
adopted [23]. Most importantly, the source-level program
transformations would help developers better understand
and be aware of the subtleties of integer problems.
We have implemented the program transformations as
Eclipse plugins. The program transformations are developed
using OpenRefactory/C [24], our infrastructure for developing program transformations for C. OpenRefactory/C features sophisticated analyses needed to support complex program transformations.

evaluates the accuracy of the program transformations by
applying them automatically to make many small modifications to open source programs, in a way that produces programs that maintain functionality (Section 4.2)
and have minimal overhead (Section 4.5).
• It presents an empirical study—based on well-known
open source programs—about the types and patterns of
integer problems in source code (Section 4.3).
3.3

Consider this recent widthness/overflow vulnerability [25] in
Ziproxy v.3.0.0 in line 979 of image.c file.
979

Contributions

raw_size = bmp->width * bmp->height * bmp->bpp;

In line 979, the result of multiplying three signed integers
is stored in raw size, a long long integer variable. C first
performs the integer multiplication in an integer context,
meaning that multiplying any values that produce results
outside of the signed integer range would first wrap around;
the wrapped around value would then be cast to long long
int. During the wrap around, information will be lost.
Traditional approaches to detect integer overflows would
add runtime checks on the multiplication; our RAO transformation would similarly replace the multiplication operations
with safe functions that detect overflow. However, this solution is not perfect, since the developer obviously wanted to
use the full range of the long long integer variable to store the
solution. The context of the multiplication should be lifted so
that a multiplication with long long integer values can be allowed. A developer can first detect the problem with RAO,
but then apply AIC on raw size to fix the context.
979
980
981

raw_size = (long long int) bmp->width *
\
(long long int) bmp->height *
(long long int) bmp->bpp;

\

Additionally, a developer can apply RAO on the result, to
remove possibilities of overflow. This adds defense in depth.
979
980

3.2

Program Transformations in Action

981

raw_size = mulsll((long long int)bmp->width, \
mulsll((long long int)bmp->height, \
(long long int) bmp->bpp));

Our approach makes the following contributions.
• It shows that integer problems in C programs can be prevented with a small number of source-to-source program
transformations (Section 3.4). These program transformations modify the integer model of a C program towards a safe model. They guide developers by explicitly
revealing mistakes in integer operations (Section 4.4).
• It demonstrates that complex yet accurate source-level C
program transformations can be implemented as part of
the refactoring catalog of popular IDEs.
• It shows that the three program transformations can prevent all types of integer problems (Section 4.1). It also

3.4
3.4.1

Description of the Three Transformations
A DD I NTEGER C AST (AIC)

You have a program in which integer operations have
operands with different types; the end result may contain an
unexpected value.
Add explicit casts for all type mismatches so that they are
visible and properly handled.
Motivation: Signedness and widthness mismatches are
very common (Section 4.3) and may lead to unexpected
results in a program’s behavior. If the types were explicitly

mentioned (e.g., MISRA rules 10.1-10.6 [22]), a compiler
can unambiguously enforce the types.
Precondition: A developer selects an integer variable and
invokes the AIC transformation. The variable’s references
are checked to make sure that it is used in an unsafe operation (e.g., parameter to memcpy function). The precondition
does not guarantee a change. It only means that the situation
needs more in depth investigation.
Mechanism: AIC determines the declared type of a variable, checks all references, determines if the variable is used
in an unsafe context, and explicitly adds casts. The casts are
added to make the types explicit; some of these casts remove
a problem, others illustrate the way types are (mis)used.
Example: Consider this program from NIST’s SAMATE
reference dataset [26].

formation checks if the selected expression or the lvalue storing the result is used in an unsafe context.
Mechanism: The transformation determines if the integer operation is unsafe and replaces it with functions from
a safe library. Our implementation uses CERT’s IntegerLib
library [21]. The safe functions in the library introduce callbacks that are explicitly invoked when an overflow occurs.
The correct function is determined using operand types,
and integer promotion and arithmetic conversion rules (e.g.,
CERT’s rule INT02-C and INT-32C [21]).
Example: An integer overflow vulnerability [27] was
reported in rdesktop version 1.5.0. The problem is an integer
overflow in a call to tcp recv function in line 101 inside
iso recv msg function in iso.c file.
101

short data;
...
data = -1;
char dest[100] = "";
if (data < 100) {
...
memcpy(dest, src, data);

A negative number for the variable data wrongly bypasses the conditional test. memcpy expects an unsigned integer as its third parameter, so the value of data will be
converted to a very large unsigned integer value. This will
overflow the buffer dest. AIC fixes this with explicit casts.
short data;
...
data = -1;
char dest[100] = "";
if ((unsigned int) data < 100) {
...
memcpy(dest, src, (unsigned int) data);

Among the two casts introduced, the one in the memcpy
function call makes developers aware of the casts performed
automatically by the weak-typed C system.
3.4.2

R EPLACE A RITHMETIC O PERATOR (RAO)

You have a C program that has a potential integer overflow
(or underflow) problem originating from an arithmetic
operation.
Replace arithmetic operations with a safe function call
that detects an overflow (or underflow) and explicitly
handles them.
Motivation: Integer overflows and underflows are silently
handled in C. It would be advantageous if arithmetic operations in C could be replaced with safe functions, that explicitly notify during an integer overflow and allow developers
to write handlers for dealing with the situation.
Precondition: A developer selects an expression containing an arithmetic operation: a binary operation (+,−,∗,/),
a unary prefix or postfix operation (++,−−), and an arithmetic assignment operation (+ =,− =,∗ =,/ =). The trans-

s = tcp_recv(s, length - 4);

If the length of the message is less than 4, the result of subtraction will be negative. Since tcp recv expects an unsigned integer, the negative value will be converted to a large
positive integer. This overflows buffer s. RAO transforms
the program using safe functions from IntegerLib [28]:
101

s = tcp_recv(s, ui2us(subui(length , 4)) );

The variable length is unsigned short. Following arithmetic
conversion rules, the subtraction function subtracts between
two unsigned integers, and then a function downcasts to
unsigned short. RAO also adds a header file (IntegerLib.h)
to the transformed program.
3.4.3

C HANGE I NTEGER T YPE (CIT)

You have a program that has signedness and widthness
problems from using variable types in incorrect contexts.
These errors derive from incorrectly declared variables.
Change the declared type of variables so that the uses of
the variable are not conflicting with the declaration.
Motivation: We found that it is very common for a C
integer variable to have a declared type that differs from the
underlying types (empirical study in Section 4.3). This can
lead to both signedness and widthness problems. To prevent
these problems, it would be advantageous to change the type
of the variable to its underlying type.
Precondition: A developer selects an integer variable and
invokes the CIT transformation. It checks that a reference to
the variable is used in an unsafe context.
Mechanism: The program transformation determines the
type of the variable, checks if it is used as another type in
important contexts (e.g., when a variable is an lvalue or when
a variable is used in a function call, etc.), and matches the
declared type with the underlying type.
After the change made by CIT, some of the casts already
in the program will be unnecessary, while some casts may
need to be introduced. AIC should follow CIT to clean up
the code.

Example: Consider this recent vulnerability in libpng
v1.4.9 [29], in lines 267-290 in pngrutil.c file. The variable copy is declared as a signed integer and then used in
png memcpy as an unsigned integer argument.
267 int

ret, avail;

268 ...
276 avail

= png_ptr->zbuf_size-png_ptr->zstream.avail_out;

277 ...

int copy = output_size - count;
if (avail < copy) copy = avail;
287
png_memcpy(output + count, png_ptr->zbuf, copy);
288 ...
285
286

there were 7,147 C programs with 967 KLOC. We applied
AIC, CIT and RAO transformations to verify that they prevent different types of integer vulnerabilities. The program
transformations preprocessed test programs and ran automatically on the preprocessed versions in order to collect all
definitions. The last column in Table 1 shows that the transformations ran on more than 15 MLOC.
Programs in SAMATE have a good function and a bad
function. The good function demonstrates normal behavior,
and the bad function demonstrates a vulnerability. AIC and
CIT fixed the problems in bad functions; RAO reported
them during runtime. More details are in our paper [1].

CIT is applied to avail and then copy, which are used
as an unsigned integer in all important contexts. Their types
are modified to an unsigned int with avail shown below.
267
268
269

int ret;
unsigned int avail;
...

An AIC transformation may follow CIT to remove casts, or
introduce new casts.

4.

Results and Contributions

We ask the following research questions:
A. Are the program transformations effective in securing
systems from the different type of integer vulnerabilities?
B. Does a program transformation-based technique work?
C. How can we understand integer problems better? What
types of integer problems are more common?
D. Are the program transformations useful for developers
and will they help developers write better code?
E. How is performance affected by the transformations?
4.1

Table 3. Test Programs

Can the transformations secure systems?
Table 1. CWEs that Describe Integer Vulnerabilities

Securing Real Programs. We tested the transformations
on 5 open source programs with recently reported integer
vulnerabilities: libpng 1.4.9, Ziproxy 3.0.0, rdesktop 1.5.0,
OpenSSL 0.9.8, and SWFTools 0.9.1. We applied the appropriate program transformations to remove the root cause of
the reported vulnerability.
SWFTools 0.9.1 had multiple reported vulnerabilities [30]
in lib/png.c and lib/jpeg.c files. In line 464 of lib/png.c file,
the variable len was declared an integer and was passed to
malloc. CIT changed the declared type to unsigned integer.
A similar signedness problem was in lib/jpeg.c file, line 314:
int width = *_width = cinfo.output_width;. CIT
modified the type to unsigned integer.
OpenSSL 0.9.8 had a widthness vulnerability [31] in
crypto/asn1/a d2i fp.c file. The variable want in a function
(asn1 d2i read bio) is declared as int, but it is used as unsigned long int. CIT performs the transformations.
The signedness problem [29] in libpng 1.4.9 is fixed with
a combination of CIT and RAO transformations (Section
3.4.3). The overflow vulnerability in rdesktop 1.5.0 [27] is
fixed with RAO transformation (Section 3.4.2). A vulnerability [25] in Ziproxy is fixed by a combination of AIC and
RAO transformations (Section 3.3).
4.2

Securing Benchmark Programs. SAMATE is the most
comprehensive benchmark available for integer vulnerabilities in C and C++. Table 1 lists 7 CWEs that describe integer vulnerabilities in the benchmark programs. In total,

Does a transformation-based technique work?

Our program transformations modify program behavior to
fix a problem, but should not break normal behavior. We
automatically applied the transformation on all appropriate
targets of 5 open source programs. The transformations were
each applied to more than 700,000 lines of preprocessed
code contained in 4,493 functions in 222 files (Table 3) and
our results are shown below.
AIC was applied on all local variables, parameters, array
access expressions, and structure element access expressions—

Table 2. Running AIC on Test Programs

1,847 total in libpng (Table 2). Of these, 1,262 were considered unsafe. These passed the preconditions of AIC
(1262/1847, i.e., 68.33%). When the transformation was
applied, 6,978 references of the 1,262 variables were analyzed. A total of 358 tokens had changes—751 references
were modified by adding or removing or updating a cast
(10.76% of all references). RAO results are in our paper [1].
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Figure 1. Ratio of Types of Changes Made by CIT
4.4

CIT was applied on all local variables (Table 4). For
libpng, CIT was applied on 531 local integer variables;
453 passed the preconditions. There were 2,404 references
to these unsafe tokens that were checked. In the end, CIT
modified the declaration of 152 local variables in libpng, i.e.,
28.63% (152/531) of the variables that were checked.
While these transformations were not designed to be applied automatically in all cases as done here, it shows that
a large number of changes still allow the programs to run
correctly, which we verified.
4.3

Can we understand the integer problems better?

For space issues, we focus on certain key results from the
empirical study. The most surprising aspect is the number of
integer problems in matured software. For example, Table 4
shows that about 30% of the variables in our test programs
are declared incorrectly. This large number implies that,
in many cases, developers do not understand the contexts
where the variables will be used when declaring the variable,
or that they do not update the declared types.
CIT removes these problems. We investigated all the
changes made by CIT to understand what integer type mistakes are more common. Figure 1 shows the distributions. It
shows that the most common problem is declaring a variable
as signed but using it as unsigned. This is perhaps because
developers do not use additional type specifiers for signedness when they declare a variable (int is used in place of
unsigned int).

Are the transformations useful for developers?

A specified goal of the transformations is to make implicit
integer problems visible so developers can be aware of the
problems and fix them. Each program transformation modifies code in many places to notify developers about integer
problems; not all of them fix an integer vulnerability.
For example, AIC modified 751 instances in libpng (Table 2). 139 (18.5%) of these changes were in an assignment
expression, 212 (28.2%) were in the parameter type or the
return type of a function call expression, 269 (35.8%) were
in a binary expression, and 131 (17.1%) were on another cast
expression. Changes in assignment expressions and changes
in function call expressions are to make developers aware of
integer problems. On the other hand, changes in binary expressions affect binary comparison expressions only; which
guide developers and fix potential vulnerabilities.
4.5

What is the performance overhead?

Our test results show that AIC actually lowered the runtime
speed of the programs while RAO and CIT both produced a
slight overhead. The ICSE paper [1] has more.

5.

Conclusion

It is very easy to write a C program with misused integers.
Our program transformations intend to make integer problems visible. At the same time, they successfully fix all variants of integer problems that result in vulnerabilities. Ultimately, these power tools could be a simple and effective
method of guiding towards correct integer code.
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